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All Europeans are related if you go back just 1,000 years,
scientists say

By Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News
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A modern-day person living in Britain shares ancestors
with people across the Europe. These maps show where
the distant cousins of  modern-day people in Britain live,
at  three dif ferent levels of  relatedness (recent on top,
older on the bottom). Bigger circles mean more ancestors.
The further back in t ime, the more widespread the shared
ancestors.

By Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News

A genet ic survey concludes that all Europeans living
today are related to the same set of  ancestors who lived
1,000 years ago. And you wouldn't  have to go back much
further to f ind that everyone in the world is related to
each other.

"We f ind it  remarkable because it 's counterintuit ive to us,"
Graham Coop, an evolut ionary biologist  at  the University
of  California at  Davis, told NBC News. "But it 's not totally
unexpected, based on genet ic analysis."

"Anyone alive 1,000 years ago who lef t  any descendants
will be an ancestor of  every European," the researchers
say in an FAQ f ile about their study. "While the world
populat ion is larger than the European populat ion, the
rate of  growth of  number of  ancestors quickly dwarfs this
dif ference, and so every human is likely related
genealogically to every other human over only a slight ly
longer t ime period."

Those conclusions are based on a survey of  genet ic sequences from more than 2,000 individuals
spread from Ireland to Turkey. Ralph and Coop used computer sof tware to search for telltale
strings of  DNA coding that are common to wide segments of  the European populat ion. The length
of such strings can be used as a stat ist ical yardst ick to determine relatedness: Longer strings
suggest that  a common ancestor lived more recent ly.

The researchers were surprised to f ind that even individuals living as far apart  as Britain and Turkey
shared a chunk of  genet ic material 20 percent of  the t ime. To explain that degree of  genet ic
commonality, the researchers say those pairs of  individuals would have to have a huge number of
common genealogical ancestors 1,000 years ago — a number that takes in everyone who was
alive in Europe back then.
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Coop stressed that common genealogical ancestors are dist inct  f rom common genet ic
ancestors. "If  you go more than eight generat ions back, you've got so many ancestors back there,
it 's unlikely that all of  them have contributed genet ic material to you," he explained.

People who live closer together tend to be more closely related, as you'd expect. The survey also
found that the degree of  relatedness varied among present-day European populat ions: Italians
tended to have lower levels of  relatedness, to each other and to other Europeans. That may be
because there was a long history of  dist inct  cultures in that region, the researchers suggest.
Eastern Europeans, in contrast , showed more relatedness than the average, perhaps due to the
Slavic expansion into that region more than 1,000 years ago.

Teasing out all those relat ionships will be the focus of  future research, made possible by the
proliferat ion of  genet ic data and analyt ical tools. "In the next couple of  years, we'll have these
kinds of  studies applied globally," University of  Arizona genet icist  Michael Hammer, who was not
involved in the PLOS Biology study, told NBC News.

The cold, hard genet ic evidence points to a warm and fuzzy fact . "It  underlines the commonality of
all of  our histories," Coop said. "You don't  have to go back many generat ions to f ind that we're all
related to each other."

More about genetic ancestry:

You can read the full study, "The Geography of Recent Genetic Ancestry Across Europe," and a less
technical synopsis of the research on the PLOS Biology website.
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